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AN OIL SHALE GIANT IS
BORN UP NORTH AND WALL

STREET IS CLUELESS
Only the top energy insiders and a handful of
high-powered energy investors are aware…

Centor Energy (CNTO) just found out its 21,685 acres
in Saskatchewan are soaked in oil – over a billion
barrels of accessible Oil Shale – and this massive
treasure comes with an instant $100 million bonus.

Buy CNTO now – this secret won’t
keep for long – the stock is set to
surge from $1 to double digits!
And then maybe surge again

as Centor goes global.

Fellow Investor,

I’m John Myers, editor of Secret Stocks, and I’ve just uncovered the one stock every profit seeker
should own. The name of the company is Centor Energy and as you are about to learn…

Centor (CNTO) could be the most 

spectacular investment you’ll ever make
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IMMEDIATE BUY

Centor Energy

SYMBOL

CNTO

IDEAL ENTRY

Around $1

INITIAL TARGET

$15.87

PROFIT / LOSS

+2,300%

Oil Shale Saves the Day!

Now It’s the Future of Energy!

Oil shale is an organic-rich, finely grained

sedimentary rock from which liquid

hydrocarbons called shale oil is

produced. Shale oil is a widely used

substitute for conventional crude oil.

We are witnessing the birth of a new oil shale giant… a
new major oil company… a new way for individual
investors to make an oil fortune… and Wall Street
doesn’t even realize what’s happening. Only a few high-
end energy investors know anything about what I’m
revealing to you here.

I’d be shocked if you’ve heard of Centor Energy. This
unknown $47-million small cap only started trading
publicly a few weeks ago. It’s a monumental ground-floor
opportunity for investors like us. Share price is now $1
and my analysis shows the company should be trading
right now for $15.87.

I’ll share my analysis and calculations with you in a
moment.

The primary message right now is simply this: Get
CNTO into your portfolio as soon as you can. Buy
CNTO today – before Wall Street fund managers and
brokers start calling their fat-cat clients and send before
Wall Street fund managers and brokers start calling their
fat-cat clients and send share price over $1… over $5…
all the way to where CNTO belongs – at $15.87 a share!

Imagine, if you can, making a single $5,000 investment
and watching it take off like a rocket, never leveling off
until your stake climbs to $78,564.

Hello financial freedom!

On the other hand, imagine how you’ll feel if you take no action on the information I’m giving you
here. You’ll be watching from the sidelines as CNTO climbs and you’ll be kicking yourself in the
pants for not jumping in today.

The Wall Street Journal 

headlines are already here:

This is the NEXT BIG BOOM IN OIL!

On November 8, 2013, The Wall Street Journal
published this headline:
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There are 2.5 trillion to 3 trillion barrels of

proven resource of oil shale throughout

the world, according to official U.S.

Geological Survey estimates. That’s

double the world’s total of conventional oil

reserves.

According to the International Energy

Agency (IEA), shale oil production will

send shock waves through the global oil

trade over the next 5 years, predicting

North America will overtake Saudi Arabia

as the world’s top oil producer by 2017.

As an early investor in Centor Energy

(CNTO), you’ll be in perfect position to

pocket potential profits that could top all

expectations. Oil Shale is, beyond a

doubt, the next big energy boom. And

Centor could be one of North America’s

first oil shale producers. The stock could

spike from $1 to over $15 as word of

Centor’s 51-101 results spreads. Buy

CNTO now!

USA! USA! USA! America’s
Quest for Independence

Propels CNTO

Troubles in the

Every financial publication under the sun will be touting
the awesome potential of the oil industry’s next big boom
– oil shale production. And those articles will likely
feature Centor Energy (CNTO) because the
company’s on its way to becoming one of the leading oil
shale producers in North America.

This oil shale revolution is so huge it’s difficult to grasp at
first.

The U.S. Geological Survey estimates there are 2.5
trillion to 3 trillion barrels of proven resource of oil shale
throughout the world. That’s double the world’s total of
conventional oil reserves.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) says shale oil
production will send shock waves through the global oil
trade over the next 5 years, predicting North America will
overtake Saudi Arabia as the world’s top oil producer by
2017.

The best way for individual investors to profit like a bandit from all this is to buy CNTO right away.

CNTO is ready to surge like NOG, KOG and COG

In March of 2009, Northern Oil and Gas (NOG) was at $2.60 a share. Two years later, it was
trading at $34 – a tremendous 1,300% gain. At the same time, Kodiak Oil and Gas (KOG) surged
from $0.20 to $10.75 for a life-changing gain of 4,280%.

Cabot Oil & Gas (COG), like NOG and KOG, explores for “unconventional” oil and natural gas. And
like Centor, Cabot was once small – but is now $14 billion in size. COG is up 35% YTD and its
revenues are set to grow another 45% this year and another 40% the following year. However…

Centor Energy (CNTO) looks to surge 

about 2,300% virtually overnight!

That’s why I’m telling you and all my subscribers to buy
CNTO today!

Deep-pocketed Wall Street experts will goes nuts when
this news finally crosses their desks… one small cap,
Centor Energy, it is now confirmed that, based on the
51-101 Engineering Report, is sitting on about $100
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Troubles in the

Middle East? So

what! America’s

breaking free of

OPEC and taking

control of its own

energy production,

already getting 30%

of its oil supply from

its friendly neighbor to the north, Canada.

Now the inside buzz among energy

insiders is oil shale production in

Saskatchewan. The leader there, Centor

Energy (CNTO), is on track to become

one of North America’s first oil shale

producers. Buy CNTO as soon as you

can.

Centor Energy’s Oil Shale

Is Extremely Accessible.

The oil shale on Centor’s property is

remarkably close to the surface.

Obviously, this makes it easy to get. And

that means Centor pays less to get it… just

$38.64 a barrel.

51-101 Engineering Report, is sitting on about $100
billion gross worth of oil.

Here’s the exciting part: 1.1 billion barrels of oil is
Chapman’s most realistic estimate. The
engineering company’s high estimate is an
amazing 1.4 billion barrels.

Imagine extracting 100,000 barrels of oil a day…
36.5 million barrels a year… for the next 38 years!
That’s how much oil Chapman says is sitting on
Centor’s 21,685 acres up north in Saskatchewan.

Act today and you can get CNTO for about $1. And isn’t
that the kind of stock you’ve always dreamed of
owning… one that’s worth 23 times its selling price! This
is your chance to make all those dreams come true.

But you must get in before Wall Street if you want to
biggest profits. Wait a week or even a day and this $1
stock could be near $2… blow past $6… and then spike
to where it belongs at $15.87. How’s that for short-term
performance?

Longer term, CNTO could go from 

$15.67 to $59, if it’s not bought out

I’ll show how that can happen, but first comes the short-term surges.

But before I show you why the immediate surge from $1 to $15.87 is already in the cards, I must
tell you a little secret. Well, it’s not really so little… this secret is, by all estimates, $100 million to
Centor Energy (CNTO) and its investors.

And yes, it is yet another reason why CNTO belongs in your portfolio as soon as possible…

CNTO’s $100 Million Bottom-Line Bonus!

Centor’s oil-soaked acres are up north, in
Saskatchewan, Canada, where 13% of its revenue

comes from mining and petroleum.

Saskatchewan is the size of Montana, Wyoming and
Colorado combined. This land mass would cover most
of our east coast, from New York to North Carolina. Yet,
a scant 1,073,107 people live there… you might run into
4 people per mile.
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The geological mapping presented in the

51-101 report prepared by Chapman

Engineering identifies oil shale deposits

covering 21,658 acres which are

absolutely soaked in oil.

The average thickness of the oil shale is

an astounding 82 feet. The target zone oil

shale is as close as 10 feet from the

surface, allowing the oil shale to be

extracted by inexpensive surface mining

methods.

As a result, Centor Energy (CNTO) is on

the fast track to be one of the first oil shale

producers in North America. Buy CNTO

now. It will never be cheaper.

By comparison, on the 23-square-mile island of
Manhattan called home by Wall Street and 1.6 million
folks, there are nearly 70,000 people living within a single
square mile. My point is, Saskatchewan is still a frontier.

Forests must be cleared for access roads. Power and
water lines must be stretched to remote sites. Housing,
too, must be constructed. Front-end costs always
skyrocket over budget. And this is before any real
exploration can be done. Any oil found and recovered
must then find its way to a pipeline – year round!

Fortunately for us, none of those crippling obstacles
stand in Centor’s way. CNTO’s oil-soaked acres are
virtually surrounded by existing infrastructure. There are
no native issues, and the company is enjoying a pro-
development government, not to mention favorable
royalties.

The mere location of Centor’s oil shale has amenities that could cost other oil producers about
$100 million. That’s $100 million that will not slip off the Centor’s bottom line in development costs.

Centor’s oil-soaked acres are in the part of Saskatchewan known as Pasquia Hills, a property of
850,000 acres (1,300 square miles) in east-central Saskatchewan.

And it is here, in Pasquia Hills, where a giant oil king was just born. Judging from the just-released
51-101 Engineering Report, Centor Energy (CNTO) is already sitting on vast riches…

And let’s not forget that Canada’s role a major supplier to the U.S. is becoming more and more
important. As the price of petroleum products increase due to the depletion of conventional
resources, oil sand and shale oil projects are igniting a new energy revolution. It’s already
underway.

The Oil Shale Revolution Is
the Biggest Game-Changer Yet

According to PriceWaterhouseCooper (PwC), this creates a problem for oil sand producers.

The Alberta government is already worried. After all, Alberta has become dependent on royalties
from oil sands production. The findings reported by PriceWaterhouseCooper LLP spell a problem
for companies and investors with a lot of money riding on oil sands – because the oil sands are
capital intensive and expensive to produce.

As a result, in a recently released study, the professional services firm suggests that global shale
oil production could reach 14 million barrels per day by 2035, or 12% of the world’s total oil supply.

The report went on to say if shale oil production reaches those heights it “could reduce oil prices
by around 25% to 40% (US$83 to $100 per barrel in real terms) relative to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration’s current baseline prediction of US$133 per barrel in 2035, which
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The Oil Shale Revolution Is
Now Underway. Buy CNTO

John Myers

is the editor

of The Myers

Letter, the

private

advisory

famous for

uncovering

small-cap blockbusters before Wall

Street.

“John Myers – still living in

Calgary – is a poster boy for

investing in natural resources.

His father, C.V. Myers, was a

geologist, publisher of OilWeek

Magazine and a dedicated gold

bug investor.”

- 

John Myers earned degree in geology and

has, for 25 years, demonstrated a gift for

uncovering some of the most lucrative

investment opportunities in natural

resources, energy, mining and

technology.

Considered by many to be an investment

genius and strategist, Myers edits one of

Information Administration’s current baseline prediction of US$133 per barrel in 2035, which
assumes much lower levels of shale oil production.”

To be on the safe side, I evaluated CNTO assuming oil is just $75 a barrel. And here’s what my
low-ball analysis reveals…

$5,000 Surges to $78,564.35 
Faster Than You Can Say 

“Screw You OPEC!”

You’re better off buying CNTO now while the stock’s around $1, though my analysis shows CNTO
is a profitable buy at any price under $10. Just so happens the share price for this $47.7 million
company was $1.01 when I did my analysis on Monday.

The cold-hard facts show you get 4,950 shares for $5,000 and then you get $78,564.35 in return.

That’s how the facts stack up. Let me now, as
promised, share with you the highlights of my analysis,
so you understand not just how much money I believe
you stand to make, but also how this wealth-building
whirlwind will unfold.

This is what we know with 100% certainty:

On December 1, 2013, highly respected Chapman
Engineering performed an expert evaluation, known as a
51-101 of Centor’s resources. I’ve examined all 83
pages of the 51-101 and I’m blown away. The geological
mapping in Chapman’s report confirms Centor Energy
(CNTO) is about to set the energy world on fire.

CNTO’s oil shale deposit covers 21,685 acres
and

Those acres are soaked in recoverable oil

As much as 1.1 billion barrels of oil, with a
worse-case scenario of 1.4 barrels

The average oil shale pay thickness on this
property is a staggering 75 feet thick

Plus, all this oil shale is remarkably close to
the surface and easily accessible.

This accessible oil is a valuable bonus. And this stuff is
so easy to get that, according to official documents, the
recovery cost to Centor is $38.64 a barrel of oil. Using
the low-ball assumption oil sells for just $75 a barrel,
Centor sees a $36.36 gross profit per barrel.

If the high estimate determined by Chapman
Engineering is correct, then $47-million Centor is now
sitting on assets that could be worth in excess of $105
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genius and strategist, Myers edits one of

the top-rated investment newsletters in

America, The Myers Letter.

With the discovery of Centor Energy

(CNTO), John says…

“We are witnessing the

birth of a new oil shale

giant… a new major oil

company… a new way

for individual investors

to make huge oil

fortunes… and Wall

Street doesn’t even

realize what’s

happening. Not yet,

anyway.”

His analysis shows CNTO should leap

from under $1 to $19.65 within months, for

a quick 2,800% profit! Act now on this

information. Buy CNTO today!

John has repeatedly picked winners that

have made savvy investors a fortune,

including...

937% profit on DRDGOLD

668% profit on Metallica
Resources

244% profit on CONSOL

344% profit on Coeur
d’Alene Mines

142% profit on PetroChina
Company

And his latest discovery, CNTO, looks to

tower his previous picks with gains of

2,800%.

sitting on assets that could be worth in excess of $105
billion with oil just $75 a barrel.

As I write, oil is selling for $99.19 a barrel. And that fact
would justify a statement that says CNTO’s assets are
worth a staggering $138.8 billion (1.4 billion barrels of oil
times $99.19 a barrel).

However, I’m sticking with the most realistic
estimate shown on the 51-101 for the purpose of
my analysis.

I suppose I could have based my evaluation on the 1.4
billion barrels of oil estimate. Most editors would, to tout
their stock-picking genius. Most editors would jack up
the price of oil, too. Not me. Instead, I want you to buy
CNTO with realistic expectations.

That’s why my analysis uses the mid-range recoverable-
oil estimate: 1.1 billion barrels. And yet, even using this
lower estimate – in addition to a low estimate on the
price of oil – the results blew me away. See for yourself.
Here are the highlights of my fact checking and number
crunching:

CNTO makes gross profits of $36.36 per
barrel

Mid-range estimate on 51-101 shows 1.1
billion barrels of recoverable oil (distillate
product) exists on CNTO’s property

Oil at $75 a barrel puts CNTO’s assets at
$82.5 billion

With a 55% working interest, Centor sees
gross pre-tax profits of $21.9 billion

CNTO’s assets could be 28 times the current
$47.4 million market cap

In my view, with approximately 68,000,000
shares outstanding, each one of the shares
now selling for $1.01 should be $15.87 right
now!

Hello! A single $5,000 investment in CNTO made today
spikes to $78,564.35. Today, CNTO is $1.01.
Tomorrow, the surge could start.

You might look online to follow CNTO and when you do,
you’ll see why I’m telling you about this new-born oil
shale giant today.

Incidentally, the top performers in the S&P energy index this year through Oct. 31 all are leading
shale explorers…

Pioneer, Chesapeake Energy Corp. and Hess Corp. expanded their combined market value by
$33 billion during the period, seven times the rate of growth for the trio of refiners that led the index
in 2012, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.

Worried about the environment? Relax. 
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Worried about the environment? Relax. 

Technology is racing forward.

Exxon Mobil, for one, has developed breakthrough oil shale extraction
technology that creates underground fractures and fills the cracks with a
material that conducts electricity. Very friendly to the world. Royal Dutch Shell
buries electric heaters underground to extract from oil shale. Centor is using
cutting-edge techniques perfected in Brazil.

It’s called the PETROSIX process and it’s been used by the major oil company Petrobras in Brazil
since 1991 with great success.

Petrobras started its oil shale business in 1953. In 1991, the PETROSIX process was introduced
and production soared. So did profits. The pyrolysis reaction from the process yields more than
oil… it also yields fuel gas, LPG and oil from the shale.

Oil shale is the next big North American energy revolution. No doubt about it. The movement is
already on pace to take over oil sands production, with demands from the U.S. intensified by
China’s demands… poor old OPEC doesn’t know what to do about all this.

But I know what do about it. And now, so do you: Buy CNTO.

Own the company that’s on pace to be one of North America’s leading oil shale producers. That’s
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IMMEDIATE BUY

Centor Energy

SYMBOL

CNTO

IDEAL ENTRY

Around $1

INITIAL TARGET

$15.87

PROFIT / LOSS

+2,300%

Own the company that’s on pace to be one of North America’s leading oil shale producers. That’s
Centor Energy, of course. I mentioned Brazil. There are other countries around the globe
producing oil from shale, but, amazingly enough, none in North America. All this time, everyone’s
been paying too much attention to tar sands, never realizing how much oil share was at our feet.

The Oil Shale Revolution Is Global

The tiny nation of Estonia is huge in oil shale production. This land of 1.3 million people powers
91% of its electricity from shale oil, coming in at #7 on the world oil shale reserves list, right behind
China.

Jordon is another small nation that’s big in oil shale production. Real big. Jordon ranks #3 in world
oil shale reserves, right behind Brazil and the U.S. And right on top of the U.S. sits…

Canada’s Secret Savior: 

The Oil Shales of Saskatchewan

And smack-dab in the heart of it all, in Pasquia Hills, there’s Centor Energy (CNTO) sitting on an

estimated $100 gross billion of oil shale value according to the 51-101. You’re among the first to
learn of all this, but rest assured, executives at major oil companies know what’s going on, too.

Oil giant Suncor knows the Canadian oil landscape
well… so well in fact that the company recently paid
more than $5 billion to buy a small company like Centor,
but in Alberta. In Saskatchewan, Suncor has been
sniffing around for “unconventional” oil ever since the
company was called Sun Oil.

Exxon Mobile is well aware of oil shale’s awesome
potential, too. All the giants know what’s called
“unconventional” is really quite conventional these days.
Production is hardly a problem anymore.

In my opinion, Centor could be bought out. I’ve heard no
rumors yet, but logically, makes sense to me. And it
wouldn’t be a problem for my subscribers should Suncor
or Exxon enter into a nice little bidding war for Centor. A
billion-dollar takeover would hardly dent those giants. But
a takeover sure would put a bunch of fast profits in our
pockets. Can’t say a takeover is eminent, but you never
know.

Who’s to say what the premium price might be? CNTO
investors could get a $10 a share premium… or if we’re
really lucky, $12. Sure, it’s under my $15.87 target, but
so what!

At $1.01, a $5,000 CNTO investment could jump to
$48,000 and change with a takeover. Overnight! But that
$1.01 stock price is reserved for the few – those who act on this information today!

I can’t afford to send this information to every investor. I sent it to you because I believe you’re an
investor who appreciates sharp stock-picking skills, and frankly, I wanted to brag about discovering
CNTO… use it as a “free sample” of the kind of stocks my subscribers discover every month
through my advisory. In short, I want you as a subscriber and I’m telling you about CNTO for free
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through my advisory. In short, I want you as a subscriber and I’m telling you about CNTO for free
to impress you.

Either way, subscribe or not, buy CNTO. It’s a winner!

Sincerely,

John Myers, Editor
The Myers Letter

P.S. How many reasons do you need to make a fortune? Only you can answer that one. As for
how many reasons there are to buy CNTO, I can answer that. How about I give my top 10
reasons?

Top 10 Reasons to Buy CNTO Today!

1) 21,685 acres of oil-soaked shale worth a documented $100 billion

2) Instant $100 million bonus – infrastructure exists!

3) Conservative analysis calls for 2,300% profit as CNTO valuation
corrects; shares should leap in price from under $1 to over $15

4) Centor Energy is set to become a leader in the North American oil
shale revolution!

5) Safe oil – 1.1 to 1.4 billion barrels of it, according to CNTO’s most
recent 51-101 – enough safe oil to supply 36 million barrels of oil a
year for the next 38 years!

6) Environmentally friendly extraction process (perfected in Brazil)
that Centor will use will allow “peaceful” progress of operations,
which means production comes even faster

7) CNTO is Canada’s Secret Savior: Oil shale is becoming more
important than oil sands

8) Saskatchewan laws encourage mining, drilling, exploration – it’s
13% of its economy and growing

9) Oil shale revolution is global and Centor Energy knows what it’s
doing

10) By acting now, a single $5,000 investment could jump to $78,564.35
within months!

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This paid advertisement by The Myers Letter (hereafter "TML") does not purport to provide

an analysis of any company's financial position, operations, or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by TML,

or an offer to sell or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Centor Energy (hereafter "CNTO"), the company featured in this issue,

appears as paid advertising, paid by Code Inc. Absolute Media Services has received a total of $500,000 USD from its client Code Inc,

the third party advertiser for this advertising in an effort to build investor awareness for Centor Energy. Although the information

contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, TML makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and
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contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, TML makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and

accepts no liabil ity for how readers may choose to uti l ize it. The information contained herein is based exclusively on information

generally available to the public and does not contain any material, non-public information. Readers should perform their own due-

dil igence before investing in any security including consulting with a qualified investment advisor or analyst. Readers should

independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due-dil igence on this or any other advertised

company. Inciti Inc., a corporation owned by an affi l iate of Endorser, expects to receive up to a $7,500 fee for this advertising effort.

TML and/or Inciti Inc. also expect to receive new subscriber revenue and mail l ist rental, the amount which is unknown at this time, as a

result of this advertising effort. TML nor any of their principals, officers, directors, partners, agents, or affi l iates are not, nor do we

represent ourselves to be, registered investment advisors, brokers, or dealers in securities. TML is not offering securities for sale. An offer

to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are

approved. Research and any due dil igence were conducted by an outside researcher for this advertisement. Endorser’s track record was

compiled from calculations derived from documentation of his Transformational and Legacy Portfolio recommendations posted at the

Emerging Capital Report website. Said website and documentation were made available to Emerging Capital Report subscribers. Track

record indicates the maximum potential gains on open positions from the date said website suggested taking a position in securities and

the prevailing prices at the time of such suggestions. No representation is made that actual purchases and sales were made or could

have been made at the prices stated. Average gains are based on price appreciation of suggested stocks with stocks not appreciating

showing appreciation of zero. Facts stated in this article were supplied to endorser from third-party sources. Endorser makes no

representations as to such facts' reliabil ity, accuracy or completeness. Endorser is not responsible for errors or omissions. Endorser does

not claim any special expertise or knowledge regarding the patent enforcement industry. Endorser is not acting as an investment advisor

nor providing individual investment advice. Endorsement is expressly l imited to the following statement: “Assuming that CNTO has or

obtains sufficient resources the need for which is stated in its S.E.C. fi l ings, and successfully addresses the risks therein, capital gains are

possible.” The information presented is provided for information purposes only and the endorsement is not to be used or considered as

an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities. Endorser has not taken any steps to ensure that the

securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. Any securities referenced by Endorser may not be suitable for

you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments. Nothing in

the endorsement constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or

appropriate to your individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. Past recommendation or

suggestion performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty,

express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information, opinions and estimates referenced in the endorsement reflect a

judgment at its original date of publication and are subject to change without notice. The price and value of the securities mentioned

in the endorsement can fall as well as rise, and may have a high level of volati l i ty. High volati l i ty securities may experience sudden and

large falls in their value, leading to losses. High volati l i ty investments may also be difficult to sell. Similarly, it may prove difficult for

you to obtain reliable information about the value or risks to which such an investment is exposed. The endorsement may provide the

addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of Endorser, Endorser

has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibil ity for the content contained therein. Such address or hyperlink is provided

solely for your convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in any way form part of the endorsement.

Accessing such website or following any link through this endorsement shall be at your own risk. Further, you are advised to read and

carefully consider the additional explanations of risk factors in CNTO's 10K and 10Q fi l ings. Inciti, Inc., a corporation owned by an

affi l iate of Endorser, received $7,500 from Code Inc, who may or will sell shares of the feature company at or about the time of this

mailing. Inciti, Inc. expects to receive additional revenue from sales of subscriptions to The Myers Letter as a result of this advertising

effort.


